BSRFUR Grading by Level - Management
Probationers (Provisional or Supplementary Grade)
Those who accepting Society appointments with a view to Full Membership. To continue to
receive appointments they must demonstrate that they are able to officiate safely.
Specifically they will apply the aspect of the Law relating to safety (e.g. scrum) by identifying
flashpoints and dangerous situations, and whistling to stop play immediately.
L12

Having demonstrated their duty of SAFETY officials should have an understanding of Law
which they will apply equitably.
Checklist as above plus:
 Demonstrate the use of the correct sanction for foul play

L11

Those officials who having an understanding of the LAW which they will apply for the benefit
of the game.
Additional to checklist:
 Shows an awareness of patterns of offences.

L10

Those demonstrating a comprehensive knowledge of the LAW, which they will endeavour to
apply consistently and correctly to all elements of the game.
Additional to checklist:
 Recognise persistent and deliberate infringement.
 Demonstrates a basic understanding and application of Materiality
 Appropriate use of all available sanctions – 10m, FK/Pen/Cards

L9

The referee will demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of the Law applied consistently for
the benefit of the game.
Additional to checklist:
 There will be an understanding of MATERIALITY and a willingness to deal with offences
which do not affect developing play without resorting to punitive action.
 Appreciate the extra demands of RFU Regulated League football and be conversant
with, and correctly administer the sin bin, and substitution issues contained within the
Law of the Game and any Competition Regulations.
 Demonstrate effective management of the playing squad and coaching and support staff.

L8

The referee will have comprehensive knowledge of the Law which will be applied consistently
for the benefit of the game.
Additional to checklist:
 Demonstrate an understanding of Materiality, which will be considered and consistently
applied.
 Manage persistent and deliberate offences.
 Ensure that an offender is identified.
 Persistent and deliberate offences will be recognised and dealt with.

L7

The referee will have a comprehensive knowledge of the Law which he will use to the benefit
of the match. .
Additional to checklist:
 Demonstrate the ability to use the pre-match set and clarify any requirements linking the
brief into the match to create an environment in which players know what is required.
(L7/8?)
 Ensure that immaterial offences are not only identified but dealt with so they do not
continue.

L6

The requirement at this level is to manage the match by using Law and personality thus:
 Prevent offences
 Allow a fair contest.
 Distinguish between involuntary and voluntary offences and deal with them appropriately.
 Demonstrate an understanding of the appropriate tolerance of offences at any Level.

